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SUBJECT: Activity of SRC
SOURCE : Alferchik

1; The present SRO, in the opinion of Alf, has Operated
very much more carefully than the previous ones in that there has
been little evidence of any undercover activity. The indidations are
that the Mission has dropped most of the old contacts & has endeavoured
to establish new ones, Mosniak, Kolot & Golovacho*, for example, have
left the Soviet Collecting Camp, & one other individual went so far
as to say that, yes, he had worked for the Mission, but now that
Maj. Passechnik was gone, he had lost all contact,

2. In respect of the establishment of new contacts, Maj.
Morosov seems to be the interested party. Curiously enough, All
reports that one of his boys recognised M. as having been in the
Vlassov OCS in Dabbendorf, near Berlin, during the war. All himself,
however, would discount this possibility. Known recent contacts
of Morozov are presented below in diagrammatic form:

Morozov

Turenko, Alex	 Rudnik, Sergei
-,••-••._,,•--

Kuznetsov, Vladimir

Vassilyuk

a. Turenko, Alex. Apparently contact is principally
with T. I s mother,' White Russian emigrant from Yugoslavia.
Has an Opel Olympia Sb 3586 and has occasiomally driven
Gen. Vigran of the Parsch Committee.

b. Rudnik, Sergei. No definite inf.

c. Kuznetsov, Vladimir. Lives at that well-known
address i5 AUersbergstr. on the 2nd floor, Got his
Meldeschein through Rudpik.Possibility of connivance
on the part of the. Austrians since the Meldescein was
obtained without the signature of the landlord--an
indispensable part of the procedure,

d. Vassitruk.. Same addresd as above.

e. Morotov has met Turenkoon Several occasions
in a room on the 1st floor of Rainerstre 9.

3. All furthe reports that there is a suspicion that Col.
Shishenkov has bought Igor Viktorovich Polevsky, a well-known White
in Parsch who is employed by DP, USACA 2 Kapitelplatz. Polevsky
has been infrequent contact with 8. in ,respect of some White
Russian children Who ended up by mistake in the Soviet zone and
whom their parents, who are here, would like retuned, All has nothing
definite yet, but expects to shortly.
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4. A man of XXXI Alf , s,is in touch with alummig a White who
was specially trained in an NKYD school near Vienna. and who was
recently sent to our zone with a small group of similarly trained
Whites. All expects a full report on this within a few days,


